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Simple, modular assembly
Our privacy and noise protection solutions combine functionality with 
design. Thanks to the modular construction, diverse decorative ele-
ments, and flexible corner options - with or without noise protection 
- these fences adapt fully to your personal requirements. The slats are 
also tested regarding their wind resistance according to DIN EN 1794-
1:2011.

Design diversity
Our WPC fences are easy to assemble. The slats that create privacy, are 
slot-groove-profiles that can simply be fixed onto each other, meaning 
that the height and width is very adaptable. You can add as many de-
corative elements of stainless steel or acrylic glass as you want using 
the suitable adapter profile (simple size of a slat). Post sets are available 
for both systems, to be attached using screws, or to be embedded in 
concrete.

Tested noise protection
The corner connections for both fence systems can be combined with 
each other in any way. But only the FLEXIBLE posts guarantee tested 
noise protection of 26 dB (R= 26 dB corresponds to Category B3 noise 
protection according to DIN EN 1793-2).

Mahogany Chestnut  
brown

Titanium 
grey

Anthracite



Flexible Titanium grey

Flexible – Privacy Shield and Noise Protection Fence
Do you want a place where you can simply switch off and withdraw 
from everyday life? The new FLEXIBLE privacy screen creates a favou-
rite spot ...where you can fully relax statt let yourself go completely. It 
protects you not only from prying onlookers, but also will let you enjoy 
tranquility. Thanks to the FLEXIBLE privacy shield and sound protection, 
noise pollution is a stress factor of the past.

A special seal and special slats provide improved sound insulation, 
which demonstrably reduces annoying ambient noise by 26 dB. FLEXI-
BLE which is proven to reduce airborne sound insulation of category B3 
(equivalent to 26 dB) – an outstanding advantage that sets our privacy 
/ sound insulation apart from others and makes it unique. 

Final format height from the ground  ca. 180 cm, 
width ca. 180 cm (Dimension axis distance post)

Inner elements height ca. 180 cm, width ca. 175 cm
Surface unpolished
Format Posts to embed in concrete, ca. 245 cm

for bolting with ground anchor, ca. 195 cm
Material Aluminium post, WPC slats
Colours Posts Brown, Anthracite

Characteristics
26 dB tested noise protection 
 *Category B3 ( DIN EN 1793-2 )
elegant look
modular construction
can withstand wind

26 db
DLR

Noise prevention*



Final format height from the ground  ca. 180 cm, 
width ca. 178 cm (Dimension axis distance post)

Inner elements height ca. 180 cm, width ca. 175 cm
Surface unpolished
Format Posts to embed in concrete, ca. 245 cm

for bolting with ground anchor, ca. 195 cm
Ground posts to embed in concrete or for bolting
Corner posts only to embed in concrete
Material Aluminium post, WPC slats
Colours Posts Brown, Anthracite

Effective Mahogany

Effective – Privacy shield
EFFECTIVE privacy shield brings a reasonably priced variant into our 
range and offers a wide variety of designs. Due to the modular design, 
heights are freely selectable. In the colours brown, titanium grey and 
anthracite in combination with the aluminium post as a ground an-
chor or with a base plate for dowelling, it offers design freedom for 
all applicable designs. Corner constructions can be combined with the 
corner post or the post of FLEXIBLE. The posts are available in brown 
and anthracite.

To provide additional protection against wind blasts, we offer a wind 
support made of coated steel.

Characteristics
cost-effective efficiency
elegant look
modular construction
can withstand wind
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